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“The MIB is committed
to managing data
for the insurance
industry to support
accurate pricing,
a better customer
experience and
combatting fraud. We
are therefore pleased
to see technology
developments in
the industry which
support insurer
ambitions to meet
these aims.”
Ashton West, OBE
CEO, MIB

SLEEPING WELL AT NIGHT
In today’s market, the intermediated insurer must overcome many challenges in order to achieve success;
distribution and speed to market, fraud, competition from the ever increasing channels through which
customers buy insurance. These limitations force some insurers to adopt different strategies for their direct
and indirect operations while pure intermediary insurers run the risk of being left behind.
The emergence of insurer hosted pricing platforms allow intermediary insurers to level the playing field while
enabling those with interest in both direct and indirect operations to streamline by rating / enriching from a
single platform.
CGI’s consultants work with insurers every day and hear the same concerns voiced regularly:
- How can we trap the fraudsters?
- What do we have to do to exploit new data in our underwriting?
- How do we change our rates quickly when the market moves?
- Is our technology flexible enough to deal with aggregator volumes and what happens if there are sudden
bursts of high demand?
- Do we have the skills to ensure our systems are bomb proof in the light of cyber threats?
- How will we survive in the light of the technology that is transforming industry after industry?
Working with our consultants, who work with you, CGI has designed IHP360 to provide a turnkey solution to
the above problems.
We have the insurance know how – after all, we’ve provided consultancy to most insurers and built hundreds
of insurance products. We’ve successfully operated the technology boiler room, providing high performance
system with military levels of security for commerce, the armed forces and governments worldwide. We’re
also neutral - we don’t supply systems to brokers so the broking software houses don’t view us as a threat.
CGI has the experience to allow you to leave the technology to us. That should help you sleep and help you
prepare for tomorrow, today.

Neil Sadler
Vice President, Head of Insurance, CGI UK
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We provide pricing
and rating services
to over 90% of the
General Insurance
Market

CGI...
a trusted partner and proven
independent partner for a critical service
Our IHP360 platform can deliver the ambitions you have both in the present
and in the future for Insurer Hosted Pricing.
CGI can meet both your business and functional requirements but also work
in partnership with you and your key partners to deliver a programme and
service of this size and criticality.

INDEPENDENCE

•

•

Business Benefits

Able to work across
all IHP stakeholders
including Software
Houses and Third
Party Data Enrichment
Providers
In an industry where
companies come and
go, we are a strong,
financially stable and
growing company

PROVEN TRACK RECORD

CAPACITY AND
SCALABILITY

•

Excellent working
relationship with
multiple top 10 insurers
in the UK today

In order to ensure success,
CGI bring people, techniques
and process to :

•

Demonstrable and
successful Industrywide integration

•

Trusted by government
agencies and blue chip
organisations with
running systems that
cannot and do not fail

• Know who you are insuring, complete view 		
of customer behaviour and activity across all
channels.
• Enables business users to be in control of 		
product and pricing changes ensuring speed
to market.
• Flexible pricing module allows campaign 		
/ broker discounts to be applied without 		
changing the underlying insurance product.
• Enhanced pricing and quote validation, 		
through objective approach to third party data
providers.

•

Assure delivery

•

Manage compliance

•

Address and manage
programme complexity
and service criticality

As a result reputational
and operational risks are
mitigated.

• Greater visibility of business trends and 		
performance, allowing you to react quickly to
market developments, enter new markets and
ensure operations are in-line with regulatory 		
requirements.
• Flexibility of infrastructure options ensures 		
the optimum approach to hosting taking into
account cost, scalability, data integrity and 		
security.
• Reduced operational costs as one method 		
of product definition across distribution 		
channels and reduced deployment times.
• Proven for high volume transactional 		
processing - catering for aggregator volumes.
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CGI IHP360
A flexible and scalable platform
IHP360 has been designed using proven technology and was developed by the same people who
created and run the highly successful Polaris ProductWriter and Rating Engine software. The diagram
below summarises the platform.

For additional, specific
details of the functionality
that is delivered as part of
the core IHP360 solution
as well as optional services
that can be delivered for
additional cost, please
visit the IHP webpage for
the ’What’s in the box’
document –

www.cgi-group.co.uk/ihp

1. Market Adaptors – Our flexible solution design gives you
the ability to integrate to broker software house systems
and any other channels to market. IHP360 can be 		
delivered with adaptors for major software houses such
as Open GI / CDL / SSP / BGL.
2. Enrichment Data – One aspect of combatting
application fraud is the use of external suppliers to
enrich quote data and give insurers a better
understanding of who they are insuring. IHP360 can be 		
delivered with data enrichment connections such as 		
MyLicence and Experian.
3. Caching – Caching strategies are key in ensuring high 		
performance of the IHP environment and the fight
against application fraud. The cache supports both data
enrichment service and quote manipulation identification
in real time.
4. Rating & Pricing Hub – Integration with rating tools is of
course essential. IHP360 can be delivered with integration
to Polaris WSRTE, CGI Ratabase, other rating engines or in
house tools to provide product rating, risk qualification 		
and pricing control through the product manager toolset.
5. Fraud & Market Validation Hub – As well as the 		
enrichment integration capabilities of IHP360, real-time
quote manipulation rules can be managed through the
fraud and market validation hub. This is used to identify
variations in risk data that may indicate anomalous 		
activity.

6. Product Manager Toolset – The product manager
toolset offers a wide range of functionality to ensure users
are able to control aspects of their environment. These
include Polaris, where products, postcode files and
dictionaries are uploaded. Channel management where
insurers can make decisions on which brokers have access
to which products or apply pricing changes to specific 		
brokers without changing the underlying product.
IHP360 also delivers testing capabilities.
Both governance of processes and audit control are 		
supported within the product manager toolset.
7. Insurer Data Store – Big Data is supported via the Data
Lake; this stores each quote in its entirety along with data
from other external sources (such as industry databases).
Single customer view is supported and quote trends can
be analysed and predictive analysis can be applied to 		
ensure you stay ahead of the competition.
Data analytics can be performed via Excel (Or Power BI 		
Designer) to create compelling reports, data models and
visualisations.
8. Hosting & Service Management – Hybrid approach
using CGI Commercial Cloud and Microsoft Azure Cloud.
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CGI meeting your needs for service
excellence
A 5 Star Service
Committed to
world-class service
levels with over 98%
exceeded or met

We believe first class service is paramount for our cilents. At the core of our IHP360 service is our UK service desk.
In December 2012, it became the first and is still the only service desk in the world to receive the coveted 5 star
accreditation from the Service Desk Institute (SDI). The accreditation recognises our outstanding service in areas
such as leadership, strategy, people and customer satisfaction.

A flexible, scalable and resilient hosting approach
Moving to an IHP model where rate and product distribution will be centralised, the need for service
performance and reliability is imperative. CGI has a proven track record of hosting and operating mission critical
systems for government agencies and blue chip organisations from our state of the art data and control centres
which you can visit.

For managed service offerings, we host the platform using a hybrid approach. Key transactional and business
critical processes are delivered using CGI’s own Private Cloud which provides the highest levels of resilience,
scalability and security, while the significant volume of data stored for management information purposes
utilises the widely used Microsoft Azure Cloud. This approach removes operational complexity and risk, reduces
cost of ownership over the life of the contract and allows freedom to concentrate on key business priorities.

Security by design trusted by the UK Government
It is most organisations’ worst nightmare to lose sensitive information and have to cope with media scrutiny, a
collapse in public confidence and damage to reputation.

Our UK Government clients including Ministry of Defence and National Crime Agency, require us to have a
sophisticated understanding of the highest level of security controls.

We defend against
43 million cyberattack incidents each
day on military and
intelligence networks
and infrastructure
– this equates to an
estimated 500 attacks
per second

Security is at the heart of everything CGI does. We use our unrivalled capability and expertise to protect clients
as part of our service. Our security management framework fully embraces the strict rules, processes and
procedures demanded of our clients in this arena. With our pool of 400+ CLAS consultants we have the right
people with the right skills to make this work.
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CGI has achieved an
industry-leading track
record of delivering
95% on-time, onbudget projects

Rapid delivery of core functionality
using a phased and collaborative
implementation approach
Our implementation plan is based on a phased

Our objective approach has allowed us to build on

approach. We recognise the key challenges you face;

long standing technical relationships with companies

delivering core functionality and connectivity to the

like Open GI, CDL and BGL, borne out of our day to day

software houses as early as possible, whilst managing

work on Polaris and MyLicence.

the direct risks of moving from the current business
operating model to the new world of IHP.
A key dependency of IHP360 is connectivity with

Further to this we are focussed on developing strong
relationships with data enrichment partners such as
Experian, LexisNexis, Callcredit, IIL and Synectics (SIRA).

the software houses and data enrichment providers.

IHP360 - example implementation timeline
Month 1

Month 4-5

Month 4-7

Discovery Phase
Agile Methodology

Phase 1
Motor Pilot
Build Sprints

Phase2
Motor Rollout
Build Sprints

Letter of intent issued
IHP Workshops Booked
High Level BRD’s
Agreement to PID / TOR

Connectivity with prioritised
SWH and DE providers
User Adoption
Live Motor Pilot

Connectivity with agreed
SWH and DE providers
Live Operational Service

Prioritised requirements list.

Delivery of integration with
agreed software house and data
enrichment partners.

Common understanding of
objectives / scope.

Integration with software house
and data enrichment partners,
Product manager toolset, fraud
and MI functionality capability.

Delivery approach identified

Hosting infrastructure

Full fraud and MI functionality live
on integrated software houses.

Roles and responsibilities
established

Pilot to insurer for testing

Insurer user training

Implementation support

Performance and failover testing

Decisions on integration order
completed e.g. Open GI and IIL*

Service desk augmentation

As a true systems integrator, we recognise the need

CGI’s IHP360 is an enabling tool, allowing you to

and importance of working collaboratively with

integrate with any software house or enrichment

clients throughout the life of the project. This is

partner without constraint or difficulty, whether it

especially critical in the early stages of the project

be Open GI or CDL; Experian or IIL; CGI have both

where an “agile” type approach will be required with

the business relationships and technical expertise to

Users where the need to gain confidence quickly in

deliver a solution that enables you to achieve your

the platform and approach is vital.

business goals.
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Credentials
Company
•

68,000 professionals

•

85% of our members are also
shareholders. Being part of the
business motivates and drives
them to make a difference

•

•

•

CGI has achieved an industryleading track record of delivering
95% on-time, on-budget projects
Our outstanding client loyalty
rating of 9.4 out of 10 based on
more than 2,400 client interviews
demonstrates our ability to listen
to clients’ needs and deliver
meaningful results for the
challenges
they face
Committed to world-class service
levels with over 98% exceeded
or met

Market
•

We provide pricing and rating
services to over 90% of the
General Insurance Market

•

Over £1b p.a. of identity fraud
has been avoided through the
use of CGI systems

•

We recently delivered on-time
and to budget the MyLicence
initiative - as the service provider
for MyLicence, we have recent
experience of working with
the Software Houses and Data
Enrichment Providers

•

Our financial software solutions
enable the transfer of more than
$5 trillion per day

•

Over 50 million high value
payments are processed
annually through CGI’s Real Time
Gross Settlement systems

•

We have delivered the world’s
largest anti money laundering
programme

Security and
Infrastructure
•

We work with governments
providing leading edge security
applications. In 2010 we were
selected to lead the consortium
to build and operate the National
Police Database – a £75 million
program and in 2011 it was
announced that we will lead the
ten year, £150 million contract to
support Serious Organised Crime
Agency (SOCA)

•

We defend against 43 million
cyber-attack incidents each
day on military and intelligence
networks and infrastructure –
this equates to an estimated 500
attacks per second

•

We host some of the most critical
government services from our
Data Centres
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For more information, head to:
www.cgi-group.co.uk/insurance
www.cgi-group.co.uk/ihp
Contact us:
Matt Snape

Andy Searle

Client Director, Insurance

Consultant, Insurance - IHP

e: matthew.snape@cgi.com

e: andy.searle@cgi.com

m: +44 7557 084596

m: +44 7557 087076

cgi-group.co.uk
With 68,000 professionals operating in 400 offices in 40 countries, CGI fosters local accountability
for client success while bringing global delivery capabilities to clients’ front doors. Founded in 1976,
CGI applies a disciplined delivery approach that has achieved an industry-leading track record of ontime,
on-budget projects. Our high-quality business consulting, systems integration and outsourcing
services help clients leverage current investments while adopting new technology and business
strategies that achieve top and bottom line results.
© 2015 CGI GROUP INC.
All rights reserved. This document is protected by international copyright law and may not be
reprinted, reproduced, copied or utilized in whole or in part by any means including electronic,
mechanical, or other means without the prior written consent of CGI.
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